Welcome
SAVE THESE
SAMPLES FOR OUR
SCHEDULED
PAMPERING SESH
For our live session you'll
need:
your device (with the ability
to video chat hands free)
a small bowl with warm
water or take your device
to your bathroom sink :)
a warm wet wash cloth
a pen, headband & mirror
If you can think of anyone you'd
like to share your pampering
with, local or in another state, let
me know and I can send another
pampering pack to her today!

GIVE THE GIFT
OF FRIENDSHIP

Jot down 6 names & numbers below

PAMPERING
SESH
Virtual appointment pack

1) ________________
2) ________________
3) ________________
4) ________________
5) ________________
6) ________________
TEXT A PIC OF YOUR LIST
TO ME & YOU'LL EARN
AN EXTRA FREEBIE!
Created by: Joni Cool

EXFOLIATING
MICRODERM
SET
TIMEWISE MIRACLE SET 3D

Cleanses, Removes Makeup, Dirt & Oil.
Exfoliates, Tones, SPF 30 UVA/UVB Sun
protection, Anti-Aging, Firms & Softens
Lines, Contains Antioxidants, Brightens &
Tightens. Lightweight Formula, comes in
Normal/Dry or Combination/Oily Formulas

TIMEWISE REPAIR
VOLU-FIRM SET

TimeWise VoluFirm Repair set is like
Botox in a Box and Spanx for your face!
The skincare routine targets the
multiple reasons why skin ages, instead
of only addressing the outward signs.
By maximizing your skin's age-defying
potential, TimeWise Repair proves it's
never too late to rescue skin from the
damage of the past and recapture a
vision of youthfulness. Packed full of
ingredients such as SPF and Retinol to
prevent and reverse aging.

Microdermabrasion Refine is a physical
exfoliator that reduces the appearance of
fine lines and gently refines the skin's texture
as it removes surface dead skin cells and
build up from pores. Use 2x a week in the
shower and rinse off, followed by Pore
Minimizer. Pore Minimizer goes beyond the
Charcoal Mask is a triple action activated
skins texture to tighten the look of pores.
With pores cleared of buildup and dead skin charcoal mask that acts like a magnet to
cells, pore minimizer works immediately to deep clean pores. Use 2x a week, leave on
20 minutes and rinse off with a warm
reduce their appearance. Use after Refine 2x
wash cloth. Avg of 24 uses in a tube!
a week, or daily after cleanser.

MASKS

HYDROGEL
EYE PATCHES

Moisture Renewing Gel Mask is
formulated to attract moisture and
maintain moisture levels as well as
These patches will help to soothe, lessen
under eye puffiness, reduce the appearance
strengthen and firm the skin’s barrier.
of dark circles, also revitialize and awaken the Use 2x a week or as needed and can rinse
undereye area. Use for 20 minutes before
off after 20 minutes or sleep with it on for
makeup as often as you like. Can also
a more intense pampering!
refrigerate for an extra cooling sensation.

EYE MAKEUP
REMOVER

Oil free, acts as a cleanser for the eye
area. Removes both waterproof and
non-waterproof mascara! For sensitive
skin, opthamologist tested and
approved and safe for contact wearers.
Shake and squirt on a cotton round and
gently wipe away the day

Revealing Radiance Facial Peel contains
the power of glycolic acid, to enhance the
skins natural renewal process to enhance
and reveal younger-looking skin, brighten,
improve skin texture, and reduce fine
lines and wrinkles by exfoliating beneath
the skin's surface. Use 2x a week and
rinse off after 20 minutes.

